
6.3 MLE and Power Laws

If we have a power-law probability density, of index say !, then the normalized density is

prob(s|!,") = (!!1)s!!

"1!! s ! "
= 0 otherwise

assuming a lower limit ", and also that the power law is steep enough for us to ignore any
upper limit.
If we have N observations Si then the log-likelihood is

L = N log(! " 1) " N(1 " !) log " " !
!

i log Si S1 ! ", S2 ! " . . .
= log 0 otherwise.

Di!erentiating with respect to ! will give the result in the text. However, the likelihood
appears to have no maximum in " - it just rises as N(! " 1) log ". Viewed as a function
of ", we see that the conditions S1 ! ", S2 ! " . . . mean that " must be smaller than
(or equal to) the smallest datum, if the likelihood is to be non-zero. It follows that the
maximum likelihood is at

"̂ = Smin.

If we take a Bayesian perspective, then we may be interested in the maximum of the
posterior density, sometimes abbreviated MAP. In this case, the prior on " may matter.
One interesting point arises. Suppose we had a flat prior, only non-zero above a lower
cuto! at "0. If we had initially guessed a "0 that was actually bigger than the smallest
datum we got in the experiment, the posterior probability for " would be undefined! (It
is 0/0.)
However there is an uncomfortable feeling here about a prior which may be flatly incom-
patible with the data. This problem has an a"nity with the famous “taxicab problem” –
see Jaynes 2003 ¶6.20
An important moral is: don’t use priors which go to zero, unless there is a very good
reason. If you do, the data may never be able to change your mind.
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